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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Digital Encoder Type 4421, together with its accessory the Gray 
Encoder Type AQ 0022 provides a convenient way of transforming analog 
data recorded on the Level Recorder Type 2305 or 2307 into digital 
data suitable for processing or storage using a computer or other digital read 
out device. 

The Gray Encoder is a mechanical device which fastens onto the writing 
system of a 2305 Level Recorder fitted with 50 mm paper or onto a 2307 
Level Recorder fitted with 50 mm or 100 mm paper. From the relative 
position of the recorder's writing stylus, it converts the analog information 
recorded into a Gray coded binary signal. The Gray coded signal is then 
electronically processed by the Digital Encoder to convert it into an 8- 4-
2- 1 BCD coded signal corresponding to the actual range (25 or 50 dB) of 
the potentiometer used on the recorder. To facilitate easy calibration and 
read out of exact values of measured levels in dB on a built-in 4 digit Nixie 
display, offsets may be given to the read out to compensate for the transfer 
gain of the sound or vibration measurement system. These offsets may be 
added both manually or automatically using the internal and external 
reference facilities. Read out of the 4 digits of the measured dB value to a 
computer or other digital read out device is in 14 bits of 8- 4- 2- 1 BCD 
coded data. Read out of the data may be requested manually using an 
external switch, or automatically using the Level Recorder or a Digital 
Clock as well as Computer or Tape Punch. However, the use of a Level 
Recorder for this purpose will be found especially useful when an octave or 
third octave analysis is carried out, as the entire analysis may be read out 
from the Encoder for on-line processing using a computer or for storage on 
paper tape using a Tape Punch. In this latter case the data stored on paper 
tape may be processed at a later date using a computer. 
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2. CONTROLS 

2.1. FRONT PANEL 

dB 

Bruel & Kicar 
~ 

Reference 
Selector 

Fig.2. 1. Front Panel of 4421 

DISPLAY: 

READ OUT CONTROL: 

6 

Four digit Nixi~tube display indicating 
the level in dB to which the pen of the 
2305 or 2307 Level Recorder is set, plus 
the dB level supplied by internal or 
external reference signals. 

Five position switch controlling the read 
in to the hold circuit and taking care of 
the communication with the read out 
device. The positions are: 

"Power Off". 
disconnected 

The AC mains are 
from the power 

transformer in this position. 

"Level Recorder". When used together 
with a 2305 or 2307 Level Recorder, 



filter shift pulses from the REMOTE 
CO NT RO L socket of the recorder may 
be applied to the LEVEL RECORDER 
socket of. the 4421 to control the read 
out from the Encoder. 

"Tape Punch". When used together with 
a Tape Punch such as the B&K Type 
6301, Data Received pulses from the 
Punch are applied to the OUTPUT 
socket of the 4421 to control the 
read out. 

"Ext. Switch". In this position read out 
may be controlled remotely using an 
external switch connected to the EXT. 
SWITCH socket of the 4421. 

"Computer". In this position, on-line 
working with a Computer such as the 
B&K Type 7504 is possible with the 
data request/received pulses orginat
ing in the 7504 controlling the read 
out via the OUTPUT socket of the 
4421 . 

POTENTIOMETER RANGE dB: Two position switch ("25" and "50") 
to be set in accordance with the Level 
Potentiometer used on the 2305 or 
2307 Level Recorder. 

REFERENCE SELECTOR : Two switches, the upper one of which is 
divided into eleven "Ext. Ref." 
positions and one "Int. Ref." position. 

In the "Ext. Ref." positions, external 
reference voltages may be applied to the 
EXTERNAL REFERENCE socket of 
the 4421 from a suitably modified 
8 & K Measuring Amplifier or Analyzer 
(see section 3.5). The reference voltages 
provide offsets to the read out which 
automatically take into account 
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2.2. REAR PANEL 

External 
Reference 

Output 

Data Input 

Voltage 
Selector 

Power 
Socket 

VOLTAGE SELECTOR 
and FUSE: 

8 

different INPUT and OUTPUT 
SECTION ATTENUATOR settings of 
the Measuring Amplifier or Analyzer. 
To take into account the attenuation of 
the INPUT ATTENUATOR of the Level 
Recorder, the standing offsets provided 
externally may also be offset by 
±50 dB in 10 dB steps using these 
positions of the switch. 

In the "Int. Ref." position internal 
reference voltages may be used to 
provide offsets of up to 150 dB in the 
read out. The offsets are in 10 dB steps 
and may be selected manually using the 
lower switch. 

Fig.2.2. Rear Panel of 4421 

Level 
Recorder 

Filter Set 

External 
Switch 

Voltage selector for selection of the 
correct mains voltage. The central 
knob of the selector contains a 250 
rnA mains fuse. 



POWER SOCKET: 

Transformer 
· shield 

and chassis 

To remove the fuse simply press in the 
central knob and turn it counter 
clockwise. Half a turn should be 
sufficient to release the fuse which may 
then be pulled straight out. 

Behind the fuse are some slots, if a coin . 
is pushed into the slots and rotated, the 
voltage selector will turn. When the 
white line points to the voltage of the 
power line to be used the fuse may be 
replaced and the instrument is ready for 
use. 

Note: Verify the line voltage selection 
before each use. 

Input socket accepting European or 
American power cables (B & K Types 
AN 0005 and AN 0006 respectively) for 
connection of the AC line or mains 
supply. The connections to this socket 
are shown in Fig.2.3. 

AC 
Supply 

172008 

Fig.2.3. Power Socket of 4421 

DATA INPUT: 

OUTPUT: 

A 25 pin panel mounted plug 
(Me Murdo type) accepting the 25 pin 
socket of the Gray Encoder AO 0022 
for read in of the true and 
complementary Gray coded signals. 

A 25 pin panel mounted (Me Murdo 
type) socket for read out of digital data 
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EXTERNAL REFERENCE: 

LEVEL RECORDER: 

FILTER SET: 

EXTERNAL SWITCH: 

10 

( 14 bit transfer of 4 digits in BCD code) 
to a computer or other digital read out 
device. 

The computer command signals are also 
transmitted and received by this socket. 
For connections see section 4. 1. 

A 25 pin panel mounted (Me Murdo 
type) socket for application of external 
reference signals from a suitably 
modified B & K Measuring Amplifier or 
Analyzer. For connections see 
section 3.5. 

A 7 pin (DIN type) socket accepting the 
Control Cable AQ 0027 (not provided) 
for application of the control signals 
transmitted by the REMOTE 
CONTROL socket of a 2305 or 2307 
Level Recorder. For the connections 
between these sockets see section 3.6. 

A 7 pin (DIN type) socket for 
connection to the REMOTE CONTROL 
of a B & K Filter Set or Analyzer using 
the Control Cable AO 0030 (not 
provided). The socket is connected in 
parallel with the LEVEL RECORDER 
socket of the Encoder and thus allows 
the control signals transmitted by a 
2305 or 2307 Level Recorder to be 
applied to a Filter Set or Frequency 
Analyzer, as well as the Digital Encoder, 
without the use of an external 
connection box. The control signals 
available at this socket when a Level 
Recorder is connected to the LEVEL 
RECORDER socket of the Encoder are 
given in section 3.7. 

A 7 pin (DIN type) socket for 
connection of external switch 



perm1ttmg a digital read out to be 
requested manually when the "Ext. 
Switch" mode of the READ OUT 
control switch is selected. The external 
connections to be made to this socket 
are given in section 4.2.3. 
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3. OPERATION 

3.1. INSTALLATION OF THE DIGITAL ENCODER 4421 

3.1. 1. Mounting 

The 4421 can be used free standing (cabinet Type A) using the metal 
stand provided to slightly raise the front of the instrument for better 
viewing (see Fig.3.1). It can also be used in the Bri.iel & KjCEr KK Rack 
Mounting system which is described in the KA, KK, KQ, KS Assembly 
Instructions. 

::.:.::----------..:.-- _...., 

I : ~ dB 
I ' 1- · 
I 

R.aci Out Control 

Fig.3. 1. Use of metal stand to raise front of 4421 for better viewing 

3.1.2. Mains Voltage Selection 

Before each use of the 4421 check that the VOLTAGE SELECTOR on 
the rear of the instrument corresponds to the mains supply voltage to be 
used. If not, remove the central knob of the selector containing a 250 rnA 
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fuse, by simply pressing the knob in and turning it counter clockwise. Half a 
turn should be sufficient to release the knob which may then be pulled 
straight out. Behind the knob are some slots which with the aid of a coin 
may be used to turn the selector so that the white line points to the correct 
voltage indication. 

3.2. INSTALLATION OF THE GRAY ENCODER A00022 

Before switching on the 4421, its accessory the Gray Encoder AQ 0022 
must be mounted onto the writing system of the Level Recorder in use. 
Mounting instructions are given here for the B & K Type 2305 and 2307 
Level Recorders. 

Counter-Sunk Screw w-....----- (YV 2449) 

W Dished Washer 
,.____ (YO 0430) 

Encoder Mounting Cover 
(GS 0221) 

/~-(·~-------- -- -- -- ---
/ ___ ) ________________ ~~----~ 

I 

~'Bu~ 
(VA 0224) 

F G H A 17138!5 

Fig.3.2. The writing system of the 2305 Level Recorder together with the 
fastenings provided with the Mounting kit VA 0325. The fastenings 
are indicated by their 8 & K part numbers in brackets 
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3.2.1. Mounting Procedure for 2305 Level Recorder 

For mounting the Gray Encoder onto the writing system of a 2305 Level 
Recorder, the Mounting Kit UA 0325 (accessory not included) is required. 
The fastenings provided are shown in Fig.3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 and are indicated 
by their B & K part numbers in brackets. Fig.3.2 also shows part of the 
writing system of the 2305 Level Recorder. 

To mount the Gray Encoder on the 2305 Level Recorder proceed as 
follows: 

1. With the Recorder's POTENTIOMETER RANGE switch set to "Stand 
by" remove the cover of the writing system on the Level Recorder. 

2. Lift the mechanical lifting cam A (Fig.3.2). 

3. Ensure that the writing · mechanism is set for a chart width of 50 mm. 
If not, see Fig.3.2, and 

a) Remove the driving arm with its wishbone-type head from drive lug 
G, by pressing the inner leaf of F gently inwards (for example, by 
means of a pair of tweezers), extending the wishbone outer leaf, so 
that the inner leaf can be disengaged by moving the bogie to the right. 

b) Holding the driving arm in a forward position and at the same time 
resting it on a face of the lug G, push the bogie towards F. Guide the 
wishbone head so that it engages the two-holed lug on the top of the 
bogie and insert the stop on the wishbone inner leaf in the first hole 
H. 

0 

Slider Foot 
(DK 0302) 

-----
171384 

Fig.3.3. The writing bogie of the 2305 Level Recorder fitted with the slider 
foot (DK 0302) 
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4. Using the short cheese-head screw (YV 3283) mount the slider foot 
(OK 0302) to the writing bogie using the unoccupied hole I (Fig.3.3). 
Tighten the securing screw and ensure that the base of the foot is 
horizontal. 

5. Remove the fixing screw J and insert the bush (YA 0224) into the 
screw hole (Fig.3.2). 

6. Replace the standard cover by the Encoder Mounting Cover 
(GS 0221), making certain that it is located over the rounded screw 
head at the right hand end of the main frame of the writing system 
and that it is properly bedded down on the flanges at the left-hand 
end of the main frame. Screw the cover down firmly using the dished 
washer (YO 0430) and the countersunk screw (YV 2449). 

7. Remove the parts from the tapped hole beside the cable outlet on the 
Gray Encoder and fit the Encoder onto the mounting cover 
(GS 0221) with the spring clips (DV 0171) as shown in Fig.3.4. 
Ensure that the slider pin of the Encoder is properly engaged in 
the slot of the slider foot and that the Encoder is horizontal. 

Spring Clip 
(DV 0171) 

Gray 
Encoder 

15 mm 
Spring 
(DL 2034) 

3mm 
Nut 

Wash_ers 
(YO 0333) 

(YM 0334) 

Adjustment 
Screw 

(YV 3335) 

Mounting 
Cover 
(GS 0221) 

172027 

Fig.3.4. The Gray Encoder AQ 0022 fitted to the mounting cover 
(GS 0221) 

8. Using the tapped hole on the Encoder fit the 15 mm spring 
(DL 2034), washers (YO 0333), 3 mm nut (YM 0334) and the 20 mm 
cheese-headed adjustment screw (YV 3335) as shown in Fig.3.4. Take 
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care that the head of the adjustment screw and one of the washers are 
outside the flange on the end of the mounting cover and that the nut, 
spring and other washer are between the flange and the Encoder. The 
entire assembly should now appear as shown in Fig.3.5. 

171389 

Fig.3.5. The Gray Encoder fitted to the writing system of the 2305 Level 
Recorder 

3.2.2 Mounting procedure for 2307 Level Recorder 

The Gray Encoder is designed to fit directly onto the writing system of 
the 2307 Level Recorder and may be used with the recorder set for 
operation with 50 or 100 mm recording paper. A front view detail of the 
recorders writing system is shown in Fig.3.6, whilst a rear view detail which 
includes fastenings for adjusting the relative position of the Encoder is 
shown in Fig.3.7. The fastenings are provided with the Encoder and are 
indicated in Fig .3.7 by their B&K part numbers, in brackets. 
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Writing 
Bogie 

B 

50mm Cover Plate 
A 

Fig.3.6. Front view of the 2307 Level Recorder writing system. 

473014 

To mount the Gray Encoder onto the 2307 Level Recorder proceed 
as follows: 

1. Remove the cover plate A from the front of the writing system of 
the Recorder (see Fig.3.6), by pulling the extreme right-hand end 
of the cover forward . 

2. Set the Recorder's PEN DRIVE switch to "Off" and slide the writing 
bogie B to mid-scale. This makes it easier to determine the relative 
positions of the two drive lugs C and D (see Fig.3.7) by their 
reflections in the recess E behind the writing system. 

3. Slide the Encoder into the recess E so that it lies under the spring 
clip F and that its slider pin G is located in the slot of drive lug C 
or D. Use the slot of lug C for operation of the Recorder with 
50 mm recording paper or the slot of lug D for operation using 
100 mm recording paper. 

4. Press the Encoder into the recess so that it snaps into position 
between the writing system and the flange H. To check that the 
Encoder is correctly fitted, view the writing system from the front 
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of the Recorder and move the writing bogie to see whether the slider 
pin of the Encoder is secured in the slot of the appropriate drive lug. 

5. Using the tapped hole beside the cable outlet on the Encoder fit the 
fastening provided as shown in Fig.3.7. The slot of the flange I 
should be a) between the washer J and the bush K for a 50 mm 
writing width, or b) between the bush K and the washer L for a 
100 mm writing width. 

6. Finally fit the cover plate A back onto the wntmg system (see 
Fig.3.6) and set the Recorder's PEN DRIVE switch to "On". 

Flange 50 mm 100 mm Spring 
I Drive Lug Drive Lug Clip 

C D F 

Washers 
~Y00333) 

--~---Spring 
~~ ~ (DL2034) 

Adjustment Bush 
Screw K 

(YV3337) (YA0117) 

Fig.3.7. Rear view of the 2307 Level Recorder writing system together with 
the Gray Encoder. The fastenings provided with the Encoder are 
indicated by the B&K part numbers given in brackets. 

3.3. CALIBRATION OF THE GRAY AND DIGITAL ENCODERS 

Once the Gray Encoder has been fitted to the writing system of the Level 
Recorder it has to be positioned so that the digital read out from the Digital 
Encoder 4421 corresponds with the Recorder's stylus deflection. To do this 
proceed as follows: 
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1. Connect the 25 way outlet plug of the Gray Encoder to the DATA 
INPUT socket on the rear panel of the Digital Encoder. 

2. Connect the mains supply to the Digital Encoder and set the 
Encoder's controls to: 

READ OUT CONTROL 
POTENTIOMETER RANGE 
REFERENCE SELECTOR 

"Level Recorder" 
"50 dB". 
"Int. Ref." upper switch. 
"0" lower switch. 

3. Insert the recording paper (50 mm or 100 mm width for 2307, 50 mm 
for 2305) to be used for recording. 

4. Adjust the position of the Gray Encoder relative to the position of the 

Level Recorder's writing bogie. To do this first set the writing stylus to 
zero on the recording paper and using the adjustment screw (see 
Fig.3.4 for 2305, or Fig.3.7for 2307), adjust the position of the Gray 
Encoder so that the read out on the Nixie display of the Digital 
Encoder corresponds to zero. Then move the stylus towards 50 dB. If 
the Encoder is correctly adjusted the display will shift from 49.8 dB 
to 50.0 dB at the moment the stylus reaches 50 dB on the paper. 

3.4. MEASUREMENTS 

Having carried out the necessary installation and calibration procedures 
given in sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, fit the Level Recorder with the 
appropriate Range Potentiometer (25 or 50 dB only) to be used for 
recording and set the POTENTIOMETER RANGE switches of the Level 
Recorder and Digital Encoder accordingly. Measurements or analysis may 
now be recorded using the appropriate operating procedure given in the 
instruction manual for the Level Recorder (Type 2305 or 2307), Measuring 
Amplifier (Type 2606, 2607 or 2608) or Frequency Analyzer (Type 2010, 
2021, 2113, 2114 or 2120) used in the measurement system. Provided that 
the REFERENCE SELECTOR switches of the Digital Encoder remain in 
the "Int. Ref.", "0" positions a read out of the recorded dB values on the 
recording paper will be given by theN ixie display of the 4421. For a digital 
read out of these values to a computer or other digital processing device 
refer to chapter 4, the Digital Read Out section of this manual. 

For display or digital read out of measured dB values (not recorded dB 
values, as these are relative to the dB scale of the recording chart only) such 
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as sound pressure level etc., the internal or external reference facilities may 
be used. They are described in section 3.5. 

3.5. REFERENCE SELECTION 

To compensate for the transfer gain or attenuation of a measurement 
system, internal and external reference facilities are provided. They are 
selected using the two REFERENCE SELECTOR switches of the 4421 and 
enable offsets to be given to the Encoder's read out, whereby the dB values 
read out can be made to correspond with measured values. 

3.5. 1. Internal Reference 

With the upper REFERENCE SELECTOR switch set to its "Int. Ref." 
mode, offsets from 0 to 150 dB in 10 dB steps may be selected using the 
lower REFERENCE SELECTOR switch to enable the data lines of the 
Encoder's Decimal to Binary Converter. The offset to be applied for read 
out of exact measurement values is the dB value corresponding to zero on 
the recording paper. This can be calculated as described in the recording 
section of the instruction manual of the Measurement Amplifier or Analyzer 
used in the measurement system. 

However, since it is dependent on the transfer gain or attenuation of the 
measurement system it will have to be recalculated every time the range of 
the measuring instrument used is changed, or when the INPUT 
ATTENUATOR setting of the Level Recorder is changed. 

3.5.2. External Reference 

With the upper REFERENCE SELECTOR switch set to any position 
apart from "Int. Ref.", the data lines of the built in decimal to binary 
converter are connected to the EXTERNAL REFERENCE socket on the 
rear panel of the Digital Encoder. This allows offsets from 10 to 150 dB 
in 10 dB steps to be selected remotely using an external switch or a 
modified B & K Measuring Amplifier or Frequency Analyzer connected to 
the socket. The pin arrangement of the socket including the external 
reference data line identifies are shown in Fig.3.8. 

For selection of offsets using an external switch, the data lines of the 
socket are enabled by shorting them to pin 12 of the socket. The offset to 
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be applied for read out of exact measurement values is the dB value of zero 
on the recording paper, which can be calculated as described in the 
instruction manual for the Measuring Amplifier or Analyzer in the 
measurement system. 

Fig.3.8 

Pin Reference line 

25 0 
22 10dB 

0 12 11 20dB 
24 0 
0 11 

13 30 dB 

23 0 17 40dB 
0 10 
22 0 21 50 dB 
0 9 
21 0 

4 60dB 

0 8 6 70dB 
20 0 
0 7 25 80dB 
19 0 
0 6 

19 90dB 

18 0 3 100 dB 
0 5 
17 0 9 110 dB 
0 4 
16 0 

20 120dB 
0 3 10 130 dB 
15 
0 8 140 dB 
14 
0 7 150 dB 

12 ground 

171505 

Pin arrangement and identities of the EXTERNAL REFER
ENCE socket of the Digital Encoder. The socket is identical to 
the RANGE REFERENCE socket of a modified 8 & K Meas
uring Amplifier or Frequency Analyzer 

For selection of offsets using a modified B & K Measuring Amplifier or 
Analyzer, the RANGE REFERENCE socket of the modified instrument is 
connected to the EXTERNAL REFERENCE socket of the Digital Encoder 
using the Control Cable AO 0084. Offsets can then be selected 
automatically using the INPUT and OUTPUT SECTION ATTENUATORS 
of the modified instrument. Correction of these offsets to compensate for 
the sensitivity of the measurement transducer and preamplifier, as well as the 
attenuation provided by the INPUT ATTENUATOR of thE! Level Recorder 
used in the measurement system, can be made using the -50 to +50 dB 
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positions of the upper REFERENCE SELECTOR switch. The reference 
correction to be applied is the calculated dB value of zero on the recording 
paper, plus the minus dB value read out on the Nixie display. Once the 
correct reference correction has been applied, exact measurement values will 
read out from the Encoder. Further corrections to the read out when the 
measurement range of the modified instrument -is changed using its INPUT 
and OUTPUT SECTION ATTENUATORS will be made automatically. 

The types of B & K instruments which can be modified for external 
reference selection are the 2606 and 2607 Measuring Amplifiers or the 
2010, 2113, 2114 and 2120 Analyzers. They can be obtained with the 
modification already included on special order to B & K. For modification 
of these types of equipment already in the customer's possession, the 
equipment can be returned to a B&K servicing agency. 

3.6. USE OF LEVEL RECORDER SOCKET 

The LEVEL RECORDER socket of the 4421 is a 7-pin chassis mounted 
Dl N socket for connection to the control lines of the REMOTE CONTROL 
socket of a 2305 or 2307 Level Recorder. The control or external cable 
connections which may be used to connect the sockets are shown in 
Fig.3.9 and 3.1 0. 

4421 
Level Recorder 

Socket 

Pen Lift 

Ground 

Event Marker 

Auto-Stop 

Control Cable 
AQ 0027 

"Filter Shift" Pulses 

+ 24 v 

"Stop" Signal 

2305 
Remote Control 

Socket 771506 

Fig.3.9. Connection of the REMOTE CONTROL socket of a 2305 Level 
Recorder to the LEVEL RECORDER socket of the 4421, using 
the control cable AO 0027 
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Pins 1 and 7 of the LEVEL RECORDER socket are the respective 
"Clutch" and "Pulse" data control lines of the Encoder. When connected as 
shown in Fig.3.9 or Fig.3.1 0 the "Clutch" data control line accepts the 
+24 V "Stop" signal (not Auto-Stop) transmitted by the Recorder when its 
paper drive is switched off. The "Stop" signal is used by the Encoder to 
block data requests when a recording is not in progress, as well as to reset its 
hold circuit after a recording has been made. 

4421 
Level Recorder 

Socket 

Pen Lif! 

Ground 

Event Marker 

Control Cable 
AO 0035 

Auto-Stop 

"Filter Shift" Pulses 

+ 24 v 
"Stop" Signal 

2307 
Remote Control 

Socket 771508 

Fig.3.12. Connection of the REMOTE CONTROL socket of a 2307 Level 
Recorder to the LEVEL RECORDER socket of the 4421, using 
the control cable AO 0035 

The "Pulse" data control line accepts the "Filter Shift" pulses which are 
transmitted by the Level Recorder when a recording is in progress (in case of 
2305 Level Recorder first set the mark on its switch release screw S to 
point up@as shown in Fig.3.2). They are used by the Encoder as data 
request signals when the READ OUT CONTROL mode "Level Recorder" 
has been selected and will be found especially useful when a digital read out 
of an octave or third octave analysis is required (see section 4.2.1). 

3.7. USE OF Fl LTER SET SOCKET 

The Fl L TER SET socket is a 7-pin chassis mounted DIN socket which is 
connected internally to the LEVEL RECORDER socket of the 4421. Used 
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with the LEVEL RECORDER socket it enables the control lines of a 2305 
or 2307 Level Recorder to be connected to the 4421 as well as to a Filter 
Set or Frequency Analyzer, without the use of an external connection box. 
The control lines available at the FILTER SET socket when the LEVEL 
RECORDER socket is connected as in section 3.6 are given in Fig.3.11. 

Ground 

Pen Lift 

+ 24 v 

E~ent Marker 

"Filter Shift" 
Pulses 

171509 

Fig.3.11 The FILTER SET socket of the 4421, showing the Level Re
corder control lines which are available when the LEVEL RE
CORDER socket of the 4421 is connected as shown in Fig.3.9 
or Fig.3. 10. 

For an octave or third octave analysis, the Level Recorder "Filter Shift" 
pulses available at the FILTER SET socket may be used to switch the filters 
of a Filter Set Type 1614 or 1615, or Analyzer Type 2113 or 2114. The 
pulses are applied to the Filter Set or Analyzer using the control cable 
AQ 0030 shown in Fig.3.12. 

Filter Set 
Socket 

Control Cable 
AQ 0030 

Ground 

Filter Shift Pulses 

1614, 1615 

2]13 or 2114 
Remote Control 

Socket 171507 

Fig.3.12. Connection of the Level Recorder filter shift pulses available at 
the FILTER SET socket of the 4421 to the REMOTE CON
TROL socket of an Octave, Third Octave Filter Set or Analyzer 
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4. DIGITAL READ OUT 

4.1. DIGITAL OUTPUT 

1 
0 14 
2 0 
0 15 
3 0 
0 16 
4 0 
0 17 
5 0 
0 18 
6 0 
0 19 
7 0 
0 20 
8 0 
0 21 
9 0 
0 22 
10 0 
0 23 
11 0 
0 24 
12 0 
0 25 
13 0 
0 

Pin No. 

11 
17 

4 

25 

7 

8 

10 

20 

22 
13 

21 

6 

19 

9 

5 

14 

16 

18 

3 

12 

15 

Signal 

"A -
1 

A2 

A4 

A a 
~ 
B1 

B2 

B4 

Ba 

~ 2 

4 

~2 5. 8 dB 
1 

2 -
Data Request 
Manual Start 

Data Ready 

Data Received 

Out of Range 

ov 
ov 

t-- Data Lines 

171386 

Fig.4. 1. OUTPUT socket of 4421 with pin identities 

The measured dB value (dB value to which the recording stylus is set on 
the recording paper, plus the dB value provided by the internal or external 
reference) is read out from the 4421 as 14 parallel bits of BCD (Binary 
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coded decimal) 8- 4- 2- 1 coded data and is usuable by most types of 
digital data processing equipment. Normally the four decimal digits making 
up the measured dB value would be transferred as sixteen bits of BCD data. 
However, since the maximum value of the 1st decimal digit (hundreds) is 2, 
the requirement is reduced to fourteen bits. Data is transferred by the 
fourteen data lines which are available for interface to a computer or other 
digital read out device at the OUTPUT socket of the 4421. 

The pin arrangement of the OUTPUT socket as viewed from the rear 
panel of the 4421 is shown in Fig.4.1. The table beside the socket in 
Fig.4. 1, gives the pin identities and shows the layout of the data lines. An 
illustration on how the data is transmitted is shown in Fig.4.2. 

Output Volts 

Logic Socket [!] ~oto lioet Levels Pin 

-0- 9 
-1- 19 

00f -0-
5 

6 
-0- 21 
-1- 13 4 -o- 22 .. , .. 

125.8 dB 3 

00 f§ · 
-0- 20 
-1- 10 
-0- 8 2 
-1- 7 

• 
00~ 

-1- 25 
-0- 4 
-0- 17 0 
-0- 11 

+-----------'J "0" 

Logic Voltage Levels 

Fig.4.2. Fourteen bit transfer of 4 digits in 8- 4- 2 - 1 BCD code 
showing voltage levels corresponding to logic 1 and 0 

The data control lines "Data Request", "Manual Start", "Data Ready" 
and "Data Received:' shown in Fig.4.1, are discussed in section 4.2, whilst 
the "Out of Range" line which is also shown is used by the 4421 to transmit 
a logic "1" when the measured dB value is either below zero or above full 
scale on the recording paper. 

For further information on the concepts of BCD data transfer refer to 
Chapter 8 of this manual. 
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4.2. READ OUT CONTROL 

Read out of the BCD coded data from the Digital Encoder, may be 
controlled by a number of external devices. These may be connected to the 
data control lines of the OUTPUT, LEVEL RECORDER and EXT. SWITCH 
sockets of the encoder and may be selected to control the read out using the 
READ OUT CONTROL switch. The control modes available using this 
switch are "Level Recorder", "Tape Punch", "Ext. Switch" and 
"Computer". The control sequence in each of these modes, together with 
the external devices and data control lines used are discussed in the 
following sections. 

4.2. 1. Level Recorder 

With the "Level Recorder" mode of the READ OUT CONTROL switch 
selected, digital read outs from the 4421 may be requested using the filter 
shift pulses produced by a 2305 or 2307 Level Recorder. The rate at which 
the pulses are transmitted is determined by the PAPER SPEED selected on 
the Recorder and is such that one pulse is transmitted every time the 
Recorder's frequency calibrated paper is moved one third of an octave. 
Consequently for an octave or third octave analysis (see section 6.2), the 
"Level Recorder" mode of the Encoder will be found most useful in that an 
entire analysis may be read out automatically from the Encoder using the 
filter shift pulses to request digital read outs as well as to switch the filter 
channels of the Filter Set or Frequency Analyzer used to perform the 
analysis. 

The "Level Recorder" mode may also be used when studying a signal on 
an amplitude versus time basis (see section 6.1). In this case the period 
between each filter shift pulse, and therefore the period between each 
digital read out from the Encoder, can be determined using the relation: 

p =_§_ 
X 

where P is the period in seconds and X is the PAPER SPEED in mm/sec 
selected on the Level Recorder. 

The control sequence used with the Level Recorder mode selected is 
illustrated in Fig.4.3 and is as follows: 

1. The "Filter Shift" pulses and "Stop" signal, transmitted via the 
REMOTE CONTROL socket of the Level Recorder used.,are applied 
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to the "Pulse" and "Clutch" control lines of the LEVEL RECORDER 
socket (see section 3.6 for connections) of the 4421. The Recorder's 
"Stop" signal causes the 4421 to block the "Filter Shift" pulses, thus 
preventing a read out from occuring whilst a recording is not in 
progress. 

+24 v 
"Clutch" 

"Manual start" 

+ 24 v. 
" Pulse" 

ov 

Up Date 

Hold Circuit 
Hold o 

.. , .. 0 

"Data Ready " 
"0" 

.. , .. 0 

" Data Received " 
" 0" 

111470 

Fig.4.3. Information transfer along the data control lines of the 4421 with 
the "'Level Recorder"' mode of its READ OUT CONTROL switch 
selected. The notations t1.7 refer to the times given in Table 4.1 
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2. When the recording paper is set in motion (using the SINGLE 
CHART-CONT. RECORD push-button on a 2305 Level Recorder or 
the PAPER DRIVE FUNCTION selector on a 2307 Level Recorder to 
select single chart or continuous recording) the "Stop" signal is 
automatically removed (changed to logical "0"). This causes the 4421 
to transmit a "Manual Start" pulse (logical "1") along the "Manual 
Start" control line (pin 14) of the OUTPUT socket. The leading edge 
of the pulse is used to reset the channel counter (see section 6.2 and 
6.3) of a tape punch which may be used as the digital read out device. 
The trailing edge of the pulse enables the 4421 so that it can accept 
data requests. 

3. Transmission of a "Filter Shift" pulse now causes: 



a) The hold circuit of the 4421 to retain the Gray coded data read in 
at the moment it is enabled. 

b) Gray to BCD conversion of the stored data to be completed. 

4. When the conversion has been completed, the 4421 transmits a "Data 
Ready" level (logical "1") to the read out device via the "Data 
Ready" control line (pin 16) of the OUTPUT socket. At the same 
time the BCD data is ready for transmission to the device. 

5. On receiving the BCD data the read out device transmits a "Data 
Received" pulse (logical "1 ") along the "Data Received" control line 
(pin 18) of the OUTPUT socket. The leading edge of the pulse causes: 

a) The 4421 to stop transmission of the "Data Ready" level. 

b) The hold circuit to reset enabling it to up-date until the next data 
request is given. 

6. In this way the exchange of "Filter Shift" and "Data Received" pulses 
continues until the recording has been completed and the movement 
of the recordin~ paper is stopped (this happens automatically when 
the Recorder is set for single chart recording). Once the paper 
movement has stopped the Recorder's "Stop" signal is automatically 
restored causing the hold circuit to reset after the final ··uata 
Received" pulse has been transmitted by the read out device. 

Time Notation Minimum Maximum 
(see Fig.4.3) Time Time 

t, - 10 msec 
t2 300 nsec 2 p.sec 
t3 200 nsec -

t4 100 nsec 
ts 15 p.sec 10 msec 
ts - 250 nsec 
t7 - 400 nsec 

072059 

Table 4.1. Maximum and minimum time of the control sequences used in 
the "Level Recorder" mode of the 4421. The notations tt-7 are 
those used in Fig.4.3 
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The maximum and minimum times of the control sequences are given 
in Table 4.1. 

If during the control sequence a filter shift pulse is read in before the 
hold circuit is ready (i.e. not enough time has elapsed for the read out 
device to transmit a "Data Received" pulse to reset the hold circuit), the 
data retained by the hold circuit will be blocked, thus preventing the read 
out of wrong values. To reset the hold circuit after this has happened, stop 
the movement of the recording paper (this will happen automatically when 
the Recorder is set for single chart recording) to re-enstate the Recorder's 
"Stop" signal, which will automatically reset the hold circuit of the 
Encoder. To prevent data from being blocked once again when a new 
recording is started, set the Recorder's PAPER SPEED knob controlling the 
rate at which the pulses are transmitted to a slower paper speed, which will 
enable the hold circuit to be reset by the read out device. 

4.2.2. Tape Punch 

With the "Tape Punch" mode selected using the READ OUT CONTROL 
switch, a digital tape punch connected to the OUTPUT socket of the 4421 
may be used to control the digital read out. The tape punch will then serve 
as the read out device permitting the digital output to be stored on paper 
tape so the data can be processed at a later date. 

The control sequence used with this mode selected is illustrated in 
Fig.4.4, and is as follows: 
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1. The "Stop" signal transmitted via the REMOTE CONTROL socket of 
the Level Recorder used is applied to the "Clutch" data control line 
of the LEVEL RECORDER socket (see section 3.6 for connections) 
of the 4421. The "Stop" signal causes the 4421 to prevent "Data 
Received" pulses from the tape punch initating a read out whilst a 
recording is not in progress. 

2. When the recording paper is set in motion (using the SINGLE 
CHART-CONT. RECORD push-button of the 2305 Level Recorder, 
or the PAPER DRIVE FUNCTION selector of the 2307 Level 
Recorder to select single chart or continuous recording), the "Stop" 
signal is automatically removed (to logical "0"). This causes the 4421 
to transmit a "Manual Start" pulse (logical "1") along the "Manual 
Start" control line (pin 14) of the OUTPUT socket. The leading edge 
of the pulse is used to reset the channel counter (see section 6.2 and 
6.3) of the tape punch used as the read out device. 



+24 v 
" Clutch" 

"Manual start" 

Up Date 
~ 

Hold Circuit 
Hold • 

" 1" • 
" Data Ready" 

"0" 

"1 " • 
" Data Received" 

"0" 

Fig.4.4. Information transfer along the data control lines of the 4421 with 
the "Tape Punch" mode of the READ OUT CONTROL switch 
selected. The notations t 1.5 refer to the times given in Table 4.2 

3. The trailing edge of the "Manual Start" pulse causes: 

a) The hold circuit of the 4421 to retain the Gray coded data read-in 
at the moment it is enabled. 

b) Gray to BCD conversion of the stored data to be completed. 

4. When the conversion has been completed the 4421 transmits a Data 
Ready level (logical "1 ") to the Tape Punch via the "Data Ready" 
control line (pin 16) of the OUTPUT socket. At the same time the 
BCD data stands on the data lines of the OUTPUT socket and is ready 
for transmission to the Tape Punch. 

5. On receiving the BCD data the Tape Punch transmits a "Data 
Received" pulse (logical "1 ") along the "Data Received" control line 
(pin 18) of the OUTPUT socket. The leading edge of the Data 
Received pulse causes: 

a) The 4421 to stop transmission of the "Data Ready" level. 

b) The hold circuit to reset, allowing it to up-date. 
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6. The control sequence (items 3 to 6 only) is then repeated until the 
recording has been completed and the movement of the recording 
paper is stopped (this will happen automatically if the Recorder is set 
for single chart recording). However, instead of using the "Manual 
Start" pulse to initate each read out sequence the trailing edge of the 
"Data Received" pulse transmitted by the Tape Punch is now used for 
this purpose. Once the movement of the recording paper is stopped, 
the Recorder's "Stop" signal is automatically re-instated, causing the 
hold circuit to reset after the final read out has been completed. 

The maximum and minimum times of these sequences are given in 
Table 4.2. 

Time Notation Minimum Maximum 
(see Fig.4.4) Time Time 

t, - 10 msec 
t2 300 nsec 2 psec 
t3 15 psec 50 psec 
t4 - 250 nsec 
ts - 400 nsec 
ts 50 psec 

072060 

Table 4.2. Maximum and minimum times of control sequences used in the 
"Tape Punch" mode of the 4421. The notation tt-5 are those 
used in Fig.4.4 

The minimum read out time from tho n;,;tal Encoder with the "Tape 
Punch" mode selected is approximate!-., 29 ~c. Normally, however, this 
time will not be realized as the operating speed of most tape punches is 
relatively slow. For instance, when the Tape Punch Type 6301 is used, which 
has a maximum punching speed of 70 characters/second,a minimum read 
out time of approximately 100 msec can be expected. Because of this and 
the fact that data request and data received signals are initated by "Data 
Received" pulses, the problem of initiating a read out before the hold 
circuit is ready will never arise. 
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4.2.3. External Switch 

The "Ext. Switch" mode of the READ OUT CONTROL switch permits 
digital read outs from the Encoder to be requested manually using a self 
resetting push-button switch connected to the EXTERNAL SWITCH socket 
of the Encoder as shown in Fig.4.5. 

Switch 

Ground 171510 

Fig.4.5. Connection of self resetting push-button switch to the EXT. 
SWITCH socket, enabling data request signals to be given manually 

+24 v 
"Clutch" 

OV• 

~ ~ 
.. , .. ~ \1 

"0" l2J--------------l --, ----
Open I I I 

1 

Circuit I I n / /1------
Ground" ~ ~ J 

t3 __ t4 -- ( 
Open • I 

Circuit ____ __.I · LJ !/ "Switch" 
Ground 

~ il 

"Manual start" 

"Switch" 

Hold Circuit 
Hold • 

.. , ... 

~ p 
" 1" • 

" 0" ________ ___JnL,. ______ _ 

"Data Ready" 

"0" ---------1 

" Data Received" 

171468 

Fig.4.6. Information transfer along the data control lines of the 4421 with 
the "'Ext. Switch"' mode selected. The notations t1-1 refer to the 
times given in Table 4.3 
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The control sequence used in this mode is illustrated in Fig.4.6 and is 
similar to that given in section 4.2.1, except that the filter shift pulses 
transmitted by the Level Recorder are not used. Instead data request signals 
are given using the switch to momentarily ground and open circuit the 
"Switch", "Switch" data control lines of the EXT. SWITCH socket (see 
Fig.4.5). 

Time Notation Minimum Maximum 
(see Fig.4.6) Time Time 

t1 - 10 msec 
t2 300 nsec 200 sec 
t3 200 nsec -
t4 100 msec -
ts 30 msec 100 msec 
ts - 250 nsec 
t7 - 400 nsec 

072061 

Table 4.3. Maximum and minimum times of control sequences used in the 
"Ext. Switch" mode of the 4421. The notations tt -7 are those 
used in Fig.4.6 

If du ring the control sequence a data request is given before the hold 
circu it is ready the data retained by the hold circuit will be blocked, thus 
prevent ing read out of a wrong value. The hold circuit can be reset after this 
has happened by stopping the recording to re-instate the Recorder's "Stop" 
signal. 

The "Ext. Switch" mode may also be used for read outs of constant 
bandwidth analyses made using the Heterodyne Analyzer Type 2010 . 
For this purpose the frequency marking facility of the Analyzer is used 
to control the read out via a special interface. Full details of this application 
and the special interface required are given in section 6.3. 

4.2.4. Computer 

With the "Computer" mode of the READ OUT CONTROL switch 
selected, a Computer or Digital Clock may be used to request read outs 
from the 4421. The use of a computer has the advantage that it may be used 
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as the read out device for on-line processing of the data. Also due to the fast 
operating speed of present day computers and the fact that they transmit 
synchronized "Data Request" and "Data Received" signals, extremely fast 
read outs can be obtained from the Encoder. 

+24 v 
"Clutch" ov. 

"Manual start" 
"0" 

"1" • 
"Data Request" 

"0" 
ts t3 

Up Date 

Hold Circuit 
Hold • 

"1" . 
"Data Ready" 

"0" 

"1" . 
"Data Received" 

"0" 
171471 

Fig.4.7. Information transfer along the data control lines of the 4421 with 
the "Computer" mode of its READ OUT CONTROL switch se
lected. The notations tt-8 refer to the times given in Table 4.4 

The control sequence used with this mode selected is illustrated in 
Fig.4.7, and is again similar to that used in section 4.2.1. Instead of using 
the filter shift pulses and "Pulse" data control line of the Encoder, data 
request signals from a Computer or Digital Clock are applied to the "Data 
Request" control line (pin 5) of the OUTPUT socket (see section 4. 1). The 
maximum and minimum times of the control sequences are given in 
Table 4.4. 

If the time between the "Data Request" and "Data Received" pulses 
from the Computer or Digital Clock is less than 53 psec (the minimum read 
out time for the Encoder), the data retained by the hold circuit of the 
Encoder will be blocked. This prevents the read out of wrong values. To 
reset the hold circuit after this has happened, switch off the Recorder's 
paper drive (this will happen automatically when the Recorder has been set 
for single chart recording) to re-instate the Recorder's "Stop" signal. 
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Time Notation Minimum Maximum 
(see Fig.4.7) Time Time 

t1 - 10 msec 
t2 300 nsec 2 fJ.5eC 

t3 200 nsec -
t4 200 nsec -
ts 52 f..I.Sec -
t6 15 fJ.5eC 50 fJ.5eC 

t7 - 250 nsec 
ta - 400 nsec 

072062 

Table 4.4. Maximum and minimum times of the control sequences used in 
the "Computer" mode of the 4421. The notations t 1_8 are 
those used in Fig.4.7 

4.3. INTERFACE 

4.3.1. Interface to Computer 

Although the data control signals of the 4421 are designed to suit 
modern data processing machinery, it is not generally possible to make a 
direct connection to all computers. The computer control signals vary 
according to age and manufacture of the computer, and some computers use 
other logic levels than the nominal 0 and + 5 volts of the 4421. In general, 
therefore, some electronic interface will be required to match the two 
systems. A sketch of the arrangement is shown in F ig.4.8. 

171533 

\• 

Fig.4.8. Interface to a computer 
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If the 4421 is used with the Bruel & Kjrer/Varian Computer Type 7504, 
direct connection is possible as the necessary ,interface is built into the 
computer. The connection is made between the OUTPUT socket of the 
4421 and the 25 pin socket of the 7504 using the control cable AO 0084 
(not provided). In such a system, the read out time will be approximately 
52 fJ.5eC. per reading. 

For further information on the Bruel & KjrerNarian Computer 7504 
refer to Accessories Chapter 7 of this manual or to the relevant instruction 
manual for the instrument. 

4.3.2. Interface to Paper Tape Punch 

For applications not meriting the expense of on-line processing, paper 
tape will be found a very convenient medium for storage of digital data 
from the 4421 for processing by a computer at a later date. For this purpose 
the Bruel & Kjrer Tape Punch Type 6301 may be used which has the 
necessary interface already built-in, allowing it to be directly connected to 
the 4421 using the Control Cable AO 0084 (not provided). For other tape 
punches, however, interface circuitry will be required to connect the punch 
to the 4421 as shown in Fig.4.9. 

The interface circuitry must convert the control signals of the 4421 and 
the tape punch so that the two instruments are completely compatible. Also 
it is usually necessary to convert the four BCD characters from the 4421 
into ASCII characters for transmission to the punch. 

Digital Encoder 4421 
171532 

Fig.4.9. Connection of a tape punch 

4.3.3. Interface to Digital Tape Recorder 

On magnetic tape it is possible to record digital data at speeds higher 
than those possible on punched paper tape. Magnetic tape also has the 
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advantage that the data from the tape can be read faster into a computer. A 
disadvantage is the comparatively high price of tape recorders and tape 
stations. Digital magnetic tape recorders exist in the incremental and the 
continuously running types. 

With incremental recorders, one character is recorded at a time, and 
except for their faster speed the interface for an incremental tape recorder 
can be made in the same way as an interface for a paper tape punch. 

The recorders which run continuously usually record at a specific speed, 
e.g. with a data transfer rate of 36 kHz, 60 kHz or 108 kHz. When the data 
transfer to the recorder ends, the recorder stops leaving a gap of 
approximately 0.6" on the tape with no data. In principle, the interface for 
the continuously running digital tape recorder can be built in the same way 
as the interface for the incremental recorder and the paper tape punch, 
provided the tape recorder could record at exactly 4 times maximum data 
transfer rate of the Encoder (the factor of 4 is necessary because one read 
out produces four characters). This will not be possible, however, and 
therefore it is necessary to have a buffer storage built into the interface to 
make up for lack of synchronization. 

An interface with buffer can be made both for recorders running faster 
and slower than the maximum character transfer rate. If the recorder runs 
slower, the interface must omit some of the 52 J.Lsec read out periods. If it 
runs faster, a blank character must be recorded on the tape at regular 
intervals to make the tape recorder appear slower seen from the Encoder. 

4.4. STORAGE OF SPECTRA IN A COMPUTER MEMORY 

For a storage of spectra in a computer the amount of memory space 
required will depend on the number of read outs from the Digital Encoder 
of the spectra read into it as well as the type of code used to store the data. 

4.4.1. Number of Read Outs 

The number of digital read outs obtained from the Digital Encoder of the 
spectra read into it will depend on the device used to control the read out. 
If a 2305 or 2307 Level Recorder is used for this purpose then the filter 

shift pulses produced by the Recorder will be used to request read outs. One 
filter shift pulse is transmitted every time the Recorder's paper is moved 
5 mm (corresponds to one third of an' octave if frequency calibrated 
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recording paper is used), and therefore the number of read outs obtained of 
the spectra recorded can be calcu fated using the relation 

L N =-
5 

where N is the number of read outs and L is the length of the recording 
chart in mm used to record the spectrum read out. Therefore for a standard 
chart length of 250 mm, fifty read outs of the recorded spectra will be 
obtained. This corresponds to the number of third octave filter channels of 
a 1614 Filter Set or 2114 Octave and Third Octave Spectrometer. Therefore 
for a third octave analysis using these instruments, an entire analysis 
covering the 2 Hz to 160kHz range can be read out automatically from the 
Encoder (see section 6.2) where each read out will correspond to the signal 
level in a filter channel. For an octave analysis where the third octave filters 
of these instruments are combined to form a set of sixteen octave filter 
channels, three read outs will be obtained of the signal level in each channel, 
making a total of 48 read outs. Similarly for an octave or third octave 
analysis using a 1615 Filter Set or a 2113 Audio Frequency Spectrometer 
which have third octave centre frequencies ranging from 25 Hz to 20 kHz, 
30 read outs will be required to obtain a read out of the signal level in all 
filter channels. 

For constant bandwidth analysis using a 201 0 Heterodyne Analyzer the 
frequency marker digit produced by the Analyzer may be used to request 
read outs (see section 6.3). One marker digit is transmitted every time a 
preselected digit of the Analyzer's centre frequency displayed on its 6 digit 
Nixie display is changed. This means that a read out may be requested every 
100 Hz, 1 Hz or 0.1 Hz of the analysis. Therefore the number of read outs 
for a constant bandwidth analysis over a given frequency range can be 
calculated using: 

N = ft- fL 
fi 

where N is the number of read outs (ignoring decimal places of the 
calculated value), fi is the frequency interval in Hz at which the marker 
digits are transmitted and fu and fL are the upper and lower frequency in 
Hz of the analysis. 

If a computer, tape punch, or digital clock is used to control the read 
out, then the number of read outs can be calculated using the relation: 

L 
N = Xt1 
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where N is the number of read outs, L is the length of the recording chart in 
mm over which the spectra is recorded, X is the PAPER SPEED in mm/sec. 
selected on the recorder, and t 1 is the time in seconds between each data 
request signal (or data received signal when a tape punch is used with the 
"Tape Punch" mode of the Encoder selected). 

4.4.2. Storage Code 

The data read out from the Digital Encoder can be stored in several ways: 
in ASCII code, in BCD code, or as a binary code. 

If the data is to be stored in ASCII code the necessary memory space 
required will be the number of read outs x 4 characters x 8 bits. A unit of 8 
bits is often called a byte, and since the ASCII is an 8 bit code, the number 
of bytes necessary for storage of the ASCII code characters will be the 
number of read outs x 4. If the computer in use has 1 word = 16 bits= 2 
bytes, the number of storage locations required will be half the number of 
read outs x 4, or in other words twice the number of read outs. 
Alternatively the data can be stored in BCD code just as it is read out from 
the Digital Encoder. As we have seen, the BCD value read out can be held in 
16 bits so in a computer with 16 bit words one location will be required for 
each read out. 

If the BCD code output of the Digital Encoder is converted to a pure 
binary number, it will be possible to store data even more densely. In 1 byte 
there are 8 bits, so that 1 byte can represent 28 = 256 different values. In 
the 25 dB and 50 dB POTENTIOMETER RANGE modes of the Encoder 
the maximum number of different values the read out of the dB value can 
take is 202. The internal and external reference values (ignoring reference 
correction) can take any value from 0 to 150 dB in 10 dB steps, so it can 
easily be converted to a binary number between 0 and 15 ( 1111) to indicate 
the zero level. Therefore by suitably programming the computer, each BCD 
read out from the Encoder can be converted to an 8 digit binary number 
showing which of the possible 202 positions the pen is set on the recording 
paper. 

In this way, which requires a little more programming than storage of 
BCD or ASCII codes, one read out can be stored in 1 byte, or in the case of 
a 16 bit computer, in half a computer word. 

In the computer some of the memory must be occupied by the 
programme while the rest is available for data storage. In an 8 k computer 
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4 k may be occupied by the programme, leaving 4 k for the data ( 1 k = 
1024 core locations). Therefore, in these 4 k locations the largest possible 
number of read outs which can be stored will be: 

4 X 1024 
O.S = 8192 read outs 

Consequently for a 1/3 Octave analysis in which the spectrum is read out 
from the Encoder as 50 read outs, one for each third octave filter channel, 
approximately 113 such spectra may be stored. Therefore, per 1 k of 
computer storage, approximately 40 complete spectra may be stored using 
the binary storage technique. If it is not necessary to store all channels (as 
in the case of an octave analysis) then even more spectra may be stored. 
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Fig.5.1. Schematic diagram of the Digital Encoder .. 4421, together with the 
Gray Encoder AQ 0022 
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The principle of operation of the Digital Encoder 4421 together with its 
accessory the Gray Encoder AQ 0022 will be described with reference to 
the schematic diagram shown in Fig.5.1. 

5.1. GRAY ENCODER AQ 0022 

The Gray Encoder AO 0022 is a mechanical device which when mounted 
onto the writing system of the 2305 or 2307 Level Recorder converts the 
analog information recorded into a Gray coded binary signal. It consists of a 
copper laminated board along which are etched 16 coded strips and 1 
earthing strip. The strips are connected separately via a cable to a 25 way 
output socket. The coded strips are arranged in pairs and are coded 
according to the Gray code (see Fig.5.2), so that one strip (true coded strip) 
represents 1 bit of true Gray coded binary information, and the other in 
each pair (complementary coded strip) represents 1 bit of complementary 
Gray coded binary information. Over a 50 mm length (representing the 
width of the recording paper), the 16 coded strips divide the board up into 
over 200 equally spaced positions, each having a separate true and 
complementary Gray coded value. The Gray coded positions have decimal 
equivalents which run consecutively from 0 to 200. The distance between 
each position represents 0.125 dB on the recording paper when a 25 dB 
potentiometer is used with the Level Recorder, or 0.25 dB when a 50 dB 
potentiometer is used. Two further positions, one at each end of the 50 mm 
Gray coded part of the board, are provided by the code strips to represent 
out of range information i.e. when the recording stylus is below zero or 
above full scale on the recording paper. 

In order that the Gray coded positions on the board may be used to 
indicate the position of the Recorder's writing stylus on the recording paper 
a spring contact slider is used. This is attached to the writing stylus and runs 
along each pair of coded strips as well as the earthing strip. The coding 
arrangement of the strips is such that the slider may only earth one of the 
strips in each pair i.e. if a true coded strip is earthed then the 
complementary strip to which it is paired will be open circuit. Similarly if a 
complementary coded strip is earthed then the true coded strip with which 
it is paired will be open circuit. It can be seen that these two states 
"earthed" and "open circuit" may be used to represent the binary digits 
"0" and "1" respectively and therefore the true and complementary 
Gray code value representing the position to which the slider or writing 
stylus is set may be transferred as a binary signal to the Encoder's output 
socket. 
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By taking both true and complementary Gray code signals from the 
Encoder, errors due to noise, contact failure etc. are avoided, as is shown in 
section 5.2.1. To minimize wear on the coded copper strips due to the slider 
moving across them, the strips are hardened by electro-plating two separate 
layers of nickel and rhodium on top of them. 

For further information on the concepts of the Gray binary code consult 
section 8. 1.3. 

Fig.5.2. The Gray coded board of the Gray Encoder AQ 0022 showing 
relation between Gray Code and dB values 

5.2. DIGITAL ENCODER TYPE 4421 

5.2.1. Bistable and Range Supervisor 

The input stage of the Digital Encoder is a Bistable, the output of which 
is monitored by a Range Supervisor circuit. The Bistable consists of 8 
Reset-Set flip-flops, each accepting one true and one complementary digit 
of the 16 digits of Gray coded data present at the Gray Encoder's output 
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socket. The data is read in to the Bistable via the chassis mounted DATA 
INPUT plug of the Digital Encoder. 

Provided the complementary data read in is the exact complement of the 
true code data then the 8 digits of true Gray coded data will be transferred 
to the output of the Bistable where it will be held until the next set of data 
is read in. If the data is not the exact complement, as might possibly happen 
through short duration contact failure in the Gray Encoder, then no data 
will be transferred, and the output of the Bistable will keep the 8 digits of 
true Gray coded data previously read in. In this way false data given by the 
Gray Encoder is blocked by the Bistable and therefore cannot be 
misinterpreted by later stages of the Digital Encoder. 

When true and complementary digits representing "Out of Range" data 
are read into the Digital Encoder, the Range Supervisor monitoring the 
output of Bistable transmits a logical "1" signal to the OUTPUT socket of 
the 4421. This signal may be used by a computer or other digital read out 
device to signify that the Recorder's stulus is either below zero or above full 
scale on the recording paper. 

5.2.2. Hold Circuit 

Until a "Data Request" signal is received by the 4421, the input of the 
Hold Circuit is continuously up-dated with the true Gray coded data at the 
output of the Bistable. At the same time it takes the complement of the 
data and makes this available at its output along with the true Gray coded 
data. On receiving a "Data Request" signal, however, the Hold Circuit 
retains the data which is available at its input at that instant, allowing it 
time to be converted and read out to a computer or other digital read out 
device. Once the read out has been completed and accepted by the read out 
device a "Data Received" signal read into the 4421 will reset the Hold 
Circuit allowing it to up-date until the next "Data Request" signal is 
received. 

5.2.3. Gray to BCD Converter 

The Gray to BCD Converter converts the true and complementary Gray 
coded data available at the output of the Hold Circuit into a BCD (Binary 
Coded Decimal) signal. However, since a straight Gray to BCD conversion 
would only give the relative position (i.e. number of Gray code position) of 
the Recorder's stylus in BCD format the converter used a special multiply-
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ing code as well as range information passed from the POTENTIOMETER 
RANGE of the 4421. This allows the converter to multiply the data by a 
factor and then round it off to the dB value to which the Recorder's stylus 
is set. The 4th and 3rd digits (decimal, units) of the dB value are then read 
out from the converter to the display and OUTPUT of the 4421 as an 8 
digit 8 - 4 - 2 - 1 BCD coded signal, whilst the 2nd digit (tens) of the dB 
value is applied as 3 binary digits to an Adder. 

Since the distance between one Gray coded position and the next on the 
Gray Encoder's board represents 0.125 dB on the recording paper when a 
25 dB potentiometer is used with the Level Recorder and 0.25 dB when a 
50 dB potentiometer is used, the 4th digit (decimal) of the dB value read 
out in BCD code format is always rounded to the nearest decimal place. 
Therefore when a POTENTIOMETER RANGE setting of "25 dB" is chosen 
the BCD digits representing 2 and 7 dB are not given, nor are the BCD digits 
representing 2, 4, 6, 7 and 9 dB when the "50 dB" setting is chosen. 

5.2.4. Internal and External Reference 

To compensate for the transfer gain of a measurement system (i.e. gain 
setting of Measuring Amplifier or Analyzer, attenuation of Level Recorder 
etc.) internal and external reference facilities are provided. They are 
controlled by the two REFERENCE SELECTOR switches of the 4421 and 
enable offsets to be added to the read out which represent the dB value 
corresponding to zero on the recording paper. 

When the upper one of the two switches is set to "Int. Ref.", offsets 
from 0 to 150 dB in 10 dB steps may selected using the lower switch which 
enables one or several of the data lines of a Decimal to Binary converter. 
The converter then provides a 4 digit binary output representing the 1st and 
2nd digits (hundreds, tens) of the dB value selected, whilst the upper 
switch (in the "Int. Ref." position) provides 4 binary digits corresponding 
to 0. 

In the "Ext. Ref." positions (any position apart from "Int. Ref.") of the 
upper REFERENCE SELECTOR switch, the data lines of the Decimal to 
Binary converter are connected via diodes to the EXTERNAL 
REFERENCE socket of the 4421. Connection of a suitably modified B & K 
Measuring Amplifier or Frequency Analyzer (see section 3.5.2) to this 
socket .permits. the data lines of the converter to be enabled remotely using 
the INPUT and OUTPUT SECTION ATTENUATORS of the instrument 
connected. In this way correct offsets corresponding to the gain setting of 
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the Measuring Amplifier or Frequency Analyzer are provided automatically. 

The upper REFERENCE SELECTOR switch may also be used to provide 
reference corrections (i.e. offsets to the standing offsets provided 
externally) from -50 to +50 dB in 10 dB steps. In the "0" to "+50" dB 
positions, the switch provides a straight 4 digit binary signal representing to 
the dB value selected, whilst in the "-1 0" to "-50'' dB positions it 
provides a 4 digit complement + 1 binary signal representing the value 
selected. 

5.2.5. Addition and Subtraction Circuits 

The Adder-Subtractor is in fact an adder which performs subtraction by 
adding the true and complement plus 1 binary data. It accepts the 4 digit 
binary reference signal from the Decimal to Binary Converter with the true 
and complement plus 1 binary reference correction data from the upper 
REFERENCE SELECTOR switch and adds them to give a 5 digit binary 
output representing the offset required in the read out. This is then applied 
to a second adder along with the binary output from the Gray to BCD 
Converter. The output obtained from the second adder is a 5 digit binary 
signal representing the 1st and 2nd digits (hundreds, tens) of the dB value 
(i.e. the dB value of the offset plus the dB value to which the stylus is set on 
the recording paper). 

5.2.6. Binary to BCD Converter 

The Binary to BCD Converter provides direct conversion of the 5 digit 
binary signal from the adder into a 6 digit BCD coded signal which is then 
applied to the Display and OUTPUT of the 4421. The first 4 digits of the 
signal are in 8- 4- 2- 1 BCD code format and represent the 2nd decimal 
digit (tens) of the measured dB value, whilst the remaining 2 digits are in 
2- 1 BCD format and represent the 1st decimal digit (hundreds). 

For further information on the concepts of BCD data transfer consult 
chapter 8 of this manual. 

5.2. 7. Display 

The Display consists of four Nixie tubes. Each tube supplies one decimal 
digit of the measured dB value and is supplied from the BCD output of the 
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4421 via a BCD to Decimal Converter (not shown in schematic diagram 
given in Fig.5.1). The minimum and maximum dB values given by the 
display are 0.0 dB and 250.3 dB respectively. 

5.2.8. Read Out Control 

This unit controls the read into the Hold Circuit and takes care of the 
communication with the read out device (computer, tape punch etc.). It has 
four operating modes by which read outs may be requested. These are 
"Level Recorder", "Tape Punch", "Ext. Switch" and computer respectively 
and may be selected using the READ OUT CONTROL switch of the 4421. 
In each of these modes the Level Recorder's Start-Stop signal is used by the 
control unit to prevent a read out from taking place when a recording is not 
is progress. It is also used to reset the Hold Circuit and the control unit after 
a malfunction. 

Requests for data whilst a read out is already in progress will cause 
blocking of the data retained by the hold circuit and thus prevents the read 
out of wrong values. This is especially important when a device other than 
the read out device is used to control the read out. 

For further information on the Read Out Control Unit of the 4421 refer 
to section 4.2. 

5.2.9. Supply 

The power supply of the 4421 may be operated from any 100, 115, 150, 
220 or 240 Volt, 50 to 400 Hz AC mains supply. It provides a + 5 Volt 
stabilized supply for the TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic) circuitry of the 
Encoder and is also used to provide a logical 1 data line for internal use. The 
supply also provides + 200 Volts to operate the four Nixie tubes in the 
display. 

5.3. ACCURACY 

In any measurement system involving analogue to digital conversion 
there will always be some error in the read out as the total number of 
different values which may be represented digitally is finite. The Gray and 
Digital Encoders are no exception to this rule as in converting analogue data 
into BCD coded data, both use an eight bit binary Gray code. Theoretically 
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the maximum number of different values which can be represented using 
this code is 28 = 256. However, in practice this is limited to 202 because of 
the minimum length required by each coded position on the Gray Encoder's 
printed board. Consequently in the read out of the 4th digit from the 
Digital Encoder only certain values may be represented. These are .0, .1, .3, 
.4, .5, .6, .8, and .9 dB in the 25 dB POTENTIOMETER RANGE mode and 
.0, .3, .5, and .8 dB in the 50 dB POTENTIOMETER RANGE mode. 

Exact dB values on recording paper to which Gray Encorder is set 
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-0.1 

-0.15 
171528 

Fig.5.3. Error in the read out from the Digital Encoder for the 25 dB 
POTENTIOMETER RANGE mode, when the Gray Encoder's 
slider is moved from 0 to 1 dB on the recording paper 
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Fig.5.4. Error in the read out from the Digital Encoder for the 25 dB 
POTENTIOMETER RANGE mode, when the Gray Encoder's 
slider is moved from 0 to 1 dB on the recording paper 
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A second factor influencing the accuracy of the read out is hysteresis. 
This arises from the fact that each coded position on the Gray Encoder's 
printed board has a definite length and consequently there will be two 
positions (one on either side of each coded position) by which the 
Encoder's slider can first make contact. Therefore the value read out from 
the Digital Encoder will not only depend on the position of the Gray 
Endocer's slider, but also on the direction of movement of the slider 
i.e. towards full scale or towards zero on the recording paper). 
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Exact dB val ues on recording paper to wh ich Gray Encorder is set 

Fig.5.5. Error in the read out from the Digital Encoder for the 50 dB 
POTENTIOMETER RANGE mode, when the Gray Encoder's 
slider is moved from 0 to 1 dB on the recording paper 
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Fig.5.6. Error in the read out from the Digital Encoder for the 50 dB 
POTENTIOMETER RANGE mode, when the Gray Encoder's 
slider is moved from 1 to 0 dB on the recording paper 
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The combined effects of hysteresis and resolution on the accuracy of the 
read out from the Digital Encoder are shown in Fig.5.3 and 5.4 for the 
25 dB POTENTIOMETER RANGE mode and in Fig.5.5 and 5.6 for the 
50 dB POTENTIOMETER RANGE mode. It should be stressed that these 
results are only valid when the calibration procedure given in section 3.3 is 
carried out. The results do not include the hysteresis error of the Recorder's 
writing stylus. 
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6. APPLICATIONS 

6.1. LEVEL RECORDING 

Using the measuring arrangement shown in Fig.6.1, amplitude versus 
time studies of a sound or vibration signal may be made using the Digital 
Encoder to read out the results to a computer or other digital read out 
device. 

Signal 
to be 
measured 

Measuring Amplifier 
2606 or 2607 

Digital Encoder 
4421 

Level Recorder Gray Encoder 
2305 or 2307 AQ 0022 

Filter Shift Pulses 

171536 

Fig.6.1. Measuring arrangement for amplitude versus time study of a sound 
or vibration signal using a Level Recorder to request read outs of 
the measured results from the Digital Encoder 

In the arrangement the Encoder's "Level Recorder" read out control 
mode is used so that data requests may be given to the Encoder using the 
filter shift pulses of a 2305 or 2307 Level Recorder. The pulses are 
transmitted via the REMOTE CONTROL socket of the Recorder and are 
applied to the LEVEL RECORDER socket of the Encoder using the cable 
connections described in section 3.6. The advantage of using the filter shift 
pulses as data requests is that the time between each pulse being transmitted 
by the Recorder and therefore the time between each read out from the 
Encoder can be selected using the PAPER SPEED control of the Recorder . 
These times may be calculated using the relation: 

p = ..§._ 
X 
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where P is the period or time (in seconds) between each pulse and xis the 
paper speed (mm/sec) used on the Level Recorder. 

If time intervals between read outs other than those which may be 
selected using a Level Recorder are required, then the measuring 
arrangements shown in Fig.6.2, may be used. In this arrangement the clock 
pulses generated by a 6201 Digital Clock are used to request read outs from 
the Encoder. The clock pulses are applied to the Data Request line of the 
Encoder's OUTPUT socket (see Fig.4.1) and are accepted when the 
"Computer" read out control mode of the Encoder is selected. Using the 
clock pulses, accurate read out periods of 0.5- 1 - 10 sec, 1 - 10-
60 min and 24 hours may be selected. 

Measuring Amplifier 
Gray Encoder 

AQ 0022 

Range Information 

Digital Clock 
6201 

To Computer 

or Tape Punch 

171515 

Fig.6.2. Measuring arrangement for amplitude versus time study of a sound 
or vibration signal using the Digital Clock Type 6201 to request 
digital read outs of the measured results from the Digital Encoder 

If smaller read out periods are required then a read out device such as a 
computer or tape punch may be used. With these devices, however, the read 
out period will be fixed by the operating speed of the device. 

6.2. OCTAVE AND THIRD OCTAVE ANALYSIS 

Two instrument arrangements whereby a third octave analysis made 
using a B & K Filter Set or Frequency Analyzer can be read out in digital 
form from the 4421 are shown in Fig.6.3, and Fig.6.4. Both arrangements 
use the filter shift pulses transmitted by a 2305 or 2307 Level Recorder to 
switch the filter channels of the Filter Set or Frequency Analyzer as well as 
to give data requests to the Encoder when its "Level Recorder" read out 
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control mode is selected. The pulses are transmitted via the REMOTE 
CONTROL socket of the Level Recorder and are applied to the Digital 
Encoder and the Filter Set or Frequency Analyzer using the LEVEL 
RECORDER and Fl L TER SET socket connection of the Encoder explained 
in section 3.6 and 3.7. The mechanical delay time of the Filter Set or 
Frequency Analyzer is such that a digital read out of the signal level present 
in a third octave filter channel may be requested and read out from the 
Encoder, before the pulse used to request the data can activate the Filter 
Set or Frequency Analyzer to switch in the next filter channel. In this 
manner an entire third octave analysis may be automatically read out from 
the Encoder for processing or storage using a computer or other digital read 
out device. 

Measuring Amplifier 
2606 or 2607 

Tape Punch 
6301 

Filter 
Shift Pulses 

171501 

Fig.6.3. Octave and third octave analysis using the 1614 or 1615 Filter Sets 
with the Gray and Digital Encoders 

The arrangements shown in Fig.6.2 and Fig.6.3 may also be used for 
analysis using the octave mode of the Filter Set or Frequency Analyzer. 
However, since one filter shift pulse is transmitted by the Recorder every 
time the Recorder's frequency calibrated paper is moved one third of an 
octave (i.e. 5 mm), the Encoder will give three read outs of the signal level 
in each octave filter channel. 
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Signal to be analyzed 

Frequency 
Analyzer 

2113 or 2114 

taPEi-Puncll 
6301 

Filter 
Shift Pulses 

Range 

Digital Encoder 
4421 

171502 

Fig.6.4. Octave and third octave analysis using a 2113 or 2114 Frequency 
Analyzer with the Gray and Digital Encoders 

If the read outs of the analysis from the Encoder are stored on paper 
tape using the B & K 6301 Tape Punch then the channel counter of the 
punch may be used to indicate the third octave filter channel numbers of 
the read outs. The channel number of a third octave filter is given by the 
relation: 

where fc is the centre frequency of the filter, which for the filters of the 
B & K Octave and Third Octave Filter sets or Analyzers conforms to the 
IEC Recommendation 225-1966. 

In order that the counter registers the correct channel numbers, the 
interface matrix of the punch (see instruction manual for 6301 Tape Punch) 
must be set for the channel numbers corresponding to the first two filter 
channels used in making an analysis. For instance, if the 2 Hz and 2.5 Hz 
filter channels of a 1614 Filter Set or 2114 Octave and Third Octave 
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Frequency Analyzer are used then the matrix should be set so that the 
counter registers the channel numbers 3 and 4. 

Once this has been carried out the channel numbers of the remaining 
filter channels used in the analysis will be given automatically. 

For further information on octave or third octave analysis refer to the 
1614, 1615, 2113 or 2114 instruction manual. 

6.3. CONSTANT BANDWIDTH ANALYSIS 

The use of a 2010 Heterodyne Analyzer, together with a 2305 or 2307 
Level Recorder and the Gray and Digital Encoders as shown in Fig.6.5, 
forms a complete system whereby constant bandwidth analysis can be made 
and read out to a computer or other digital device for storage or further 
processing. 

Signal 

to be 

analyzed 

Het erodyne Analyzer 
2010 

Frequency 

Marke r Pul ses 

Ra 

Gray Encoder 

AQ 0022 
Dig ital Encoder 

4421 

Data Requests 

To Computer 
or Tape Punch 

1715 16 

Fig.6.5. Constant bandwidth analysis using the 2010 Heterodyne Analyzer 
with the Gray and Digital Encoders 

In the arrangement the 2010 Heterodyne Analyzer used to perform the 
analysis is also used to control the read out from the Digital Encoder. This is 
achieved by connecting the OVERLOAD and FREQUENCY MARKING 
socket of the Analyzer to the EXT. SWITCH socket of the Digital Encoder 
using the interface shown in Fig.6.6. The OVERLOAD and FREQUENCY 
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+5V 
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ov 

External Switch 
Socket of 4421 

(Ex~ View) 

171527 

Fig.6.6. Interface between 2010 Heterodyne Analyzer and the Digital En
coder 

MARKING socket transmits one marker digit (pins 5 and 6 of the socket 
momentarily short circuited) every time a preselect digit (3rd, 4th or 5th 
digits) of the Analyzers centre frequency, read out on its six digit Nixie 
display, is changed. The interface converts the marker digits into electrical 
pulses which are interpreted by the Digital Encoder as data requests when 
the "Ext. Switch" read out control mode is selected. In this way digital 
read outs of constant bandwidth analysis recorded on the Level Recorder 
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can be read out from the Encoder for every 100 Hz, 10 Hz, 1 Hz or 0.1 Hz 
the Analyzer's centre frequency is changed during the analysis. The min
imum time taken to complete each read out will be 100 msec, which is 
determined by the minimum pulse width for each data request in the 
"Ext. Switch" mode and the sampling rate of the Analyzer (see Appendix 
of the instruction manual for the 2010 Heterodyne Analyzer). 

The interface shown in Fig.6.6 may be supplied already built on special 
order to B & K. It uses the SN 74 series of integrated TTL 
(Transistor-Transistor Logic) circuitry and may be powered by connecting 
the internal + 5 Volt supply of the 4421 (see Service Instruction for 4421) 
to one of the pins not used on the EXTERNAL SWITCH socket. 

If the data read out from the Digital Encoder is stored on paper tape 
using the B & K 6301 Tape Punch, then the analyzed frequency · 
corresponding to a particular level read out can be determined using the 
tape punch's channel counter. For this purpose the interface matrix of the 
counter (see instruction manual for 6301 Tape Punch) must be set so that 
the counter registers 1 and 2 respectively for the first two read outs of the 
analysis. The frequency can then be determined by multiplying the channel 
number corresponding to the read out by the frequency interval at which 
read out of the analysis is requested. The maximum number of read outs 
the counter can register is 99. 

For further information on the 2010 Heterodyne Analyzer or 6301 Tape 
Punch, consult the appropriate B & K instruction manual for these 
instruments. 
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7. ACCESSORIES 

In this chapter discussion is confined to the range of digital processing 
equipment obtainable from Brliel & Kjcer for use with the Digital Encoder. 
Details on the wide range of measurement transducers and instruments 
which Bruel & Kjcer produce for sound and vibration measurements can be 
found in the B & K short and main catalogues which are available. 

7.1. COMPUTER TYPE 7504 

The B&K/Varian Computer Type 7504 (see Fig.7.1) is a modified 
version of the Varian 620/L. Modifications include a built-in interface 
permitting direct connection of the Digital Encoder using the control 
cable AO 0084. It features a memory of 4,096 (4k) 16 bit words which 
can be expanded up to 32k in modules of 4k and has a memory cycle 
time of 1.8 JlSec. Programs for acoustic and vibration analysis are also 
available. 

Fig.7.1. The Briiel & Kjcer/Varian Computer Type 7504 
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7.2. TELETYPEWRITER TYPE 6401 

The Teletypewriter Type 6401 (Fig.7.2) is a version of the Teletype 
ASR 33, which has been modified to work together with the 7504 
Computer. It is a teletypewriter of the send/receive type used for 
communication between the computer and the programmer or user. It is 
equipped with a paper tape punch as well as a tape reader and handles up to 
10 characters per second. 

Fig.7.2. Teletypewriter Type 6401 

The 6401 has two working modes for local or on-line operation. The 
local mode is used when composing, punching and correcting programs, and 
when copying or reading of tape is carried out, whilst the on-line · mode is 
used for direct communication with the computer when, for instance, 
programs or data are read in, or results are to be read out. The 6401 can also 
transmit information by manual operation of its key or automatically by its 
reader. 

7.3. TAPE PUNCH TYPE 6301 

The B & K/GNT Tape Punch Type 6301 punches 8 channels on a 1 inch 
paper tape. Maximum punching speed is 70 characters per second. The 
punch (Fig.7.3) is delivered with interface to the 4421, but it can also be 
used independently. The BCD characters from the 4421 can be punched in 
either ASCII code, IBM code or Flexowriter code (to be specified on 
ordering), while other codes can be supplied to special order. 
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Fig.7.3. Tape Punch Type 6301 

096ll Ill 096 .ll DB 
10ll2 1 5 lOll · 2 DB 
0968 16 097 . o DFl 
1030 17 103 · 2 DB 
107ll 1 8 107 . ll DB 
098 8 1 9 098 . 8 DFl 
1002 2ll 100.2 DR 
1050 2 1 105 .o Dn 
l OOll 22 l OO . ll DB 
0958 23 095 . 8 DR 
10ll 8 2 ll 10 ll . 8 Dfl 
0970 2:, 0 97 .o D3 
1032 26 103 . 2 f)[J 

10 7 8 2'/ 107 . 8 D'l 
0990 28 099 • .2 Url 
l OOll 2<J 100 . 2 Ull E 
1Ull8 E jl) l Oll . t' on 

~ 1000 ~ J l 100 . 0 U'1 
096ll J2 096 . ll I.Jil Q) 

10 ll 6 Q) J3 l l)ll . f, lB ~ 0968 :J jll o<Jo . b D'l a_ 

1032 E 35 103 . 2 U!i ~ 10'/ll 0 
:.i6 10 7 · '• un u f-

0988 .n 098 .tl DR 
lOOll J8 l lJO .ll D'3 
llJ 5ll 39 w:, . ll 013 
ll) 1 2 ll O 10 1 . ,< DB 
0962 lll ll96 . 2 D:l 
lOllO ll2 l Oll . O Dfl 
097 2 llJ 09'/ . 2 Dfl 
0800 llll 080 .o D3 
0800 '•5 080 .o DB 
0800 ll6 080 . l) DR 
0800 ll 'l 080 . l) Del 
0800 'I!' OKO . o DR 
0800 ll<J ll8ll .o lJi1 
0976 :,u 09 7 · 6 DB 
10ll2 :, t 10ll . 2 Vi) 

Fig.7.4. Punching formats with 6301 Tape Punch 
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When using the punch two formats can be selected: typewriter format 
and computer format. The formats are shown in Fig. 7 .4. Since there are 
fewer characters to be punched in the computer format, shorter time is 
needed for the punching than when the typewriter format is wanted. If an 
Out of Range condition is present, an exclamation mark (! ) will be printed 
after the channel in question. The paper tape is a very convenient medium 
for storage of spectra from the analyzer for later calculations in a digital 
computer. An automatic data logging system can be made if a digital clock 
(e.g. 8 & K Digital Clock Type 6201) is connected to the analyzer to give 
"Data Request" pulses at regular intervals. 

7.4. TAPE READER TYPE 7102 

The 8 & K/SE Tape Reader Type 7102 (Fig.7.5) is used for the fa.st read 
in of programs and data to the 7504 Computer. The 7102 reads standard 
1 inch punched tape with a speed of up to 125 characters per second. The 
reading of the tape is carried out optically by means of photo diodes thus 
achieving high speed and minimum tape wear. 

Tope Reader Type 7102 

Fig.7.5. Tape Reader Type 7102 

7.5. DIGITAL CLOCK TYPE 6201 

The Digital Clock Type 6201 shown in Fig.7.6, is a precision, crystal 
controlled instrument which may be used to control or time, events or 
operations, or to give the time of day. The time in hours, minutes and 
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seconds is presented on a built-in 6 digit Nixie display and is also available in 
BCD code at the output of the instrument for read out to a computer or 
other digital processing device. The 6201 also generates clock pulses with 
periods ranging from 0.5 sec to 24 hours. These may be used as data 
requests to initate read out of results at set intervals from the 4421 Digital 
Encoder as well as a computer or other read-out device . 

• Enot 

Hown 

• • 
Start 

• 
Oigltol CltHk 

Type 6201 

Ml n1.1tes 

• • 
Srop Reset 

• • 

Seconds 

• • 
Hold 

• 
8rtl•l & Kjc»t 

Cop•nhoqen 

Fig.7.6. Digital Clock Type 6201 
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8. DIGITAL CONCEPTS 

8.1. BINARY CODES 

The electronic circuits or mechanical devices used to transfer digital 
information have two stable states which may be used to represent the logic 
symbols "0" and "1" of a binary code. There are several types of binary 
code of which some are discussed in this section. 

Decimal Binary 

0 0 
1 1 
2 10 
3 11 
4 100 
5 101 
6 110 
7 111 
8 1000 
9 1001 

10 1010 
11 1011 
12 1100 

072063 

Table 8.1. The decimal numbers 0 to 12 with their 4 bit binary equivalent 

8.1.1. Binary Number System 

The binary number system is unlike the common decimal number system 
in that it has a radix (number of symbols used to represent one digit of a 
number) of two with the symbols 0 and 1, whilst a decimal system has a 
radix of ten with the symbols 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. Also, since there 
are more than 23 symbols making up a decimal digit it is necessary that the 
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binary representation of a decimal symbol is made up of a minimum of 4 
binary symbols (the term binary digit or bit is frequently used). Binary 
numbers are, however, made up in the same way as decimal numbers as the 
comparison in Table 8.1 shows. For instance, the decimal number 12 may 
be represented as: 

(1 X 101) + (2 X 100) 

whilst its binary equivalent 1100 may be represented as 

8.1.2. BCD Code 

If binary numbers are used directly for data transfer, the decimal number 
12 (for example) will be transmitted as 1100 and at the receiver must be 
reconverted back to the decimal number 12. In many cases this conversion 
is the easiest method, but, especially where large decimal numbers are to be 
transmitted, the conversion will be simpler if the number is transmitted digit 
by digit. In such a case each decimal digit would be transmitted as a 4 bit 
binary number. Thus the number 156.7 would be transmitted as 0001 0101 
0110 0111. Since six of the sixteen possible combinations of the binary 
symbols in a 4 bit array are not used in such a system and the remaining ten 
combinations are used to represent the ten symbols of a decimal digit, the 
system is considered to have a radix of ten and is referred to as a "binary 
coded decimal" or BCD. It is also called the "8- 4- 2- 1 code" or the 
"8- 4- 2- 1 BCD code". 

The 8- 4- 2- 1 BCD code is used in the digital output of the 4421. 
However, instead of using 16 bits transfer for the four digits of the 
measured dB value only 14 bits are used. This is because the maximum value 
of the 1st digit (hundreds) of the dB value is 2 and therefore only 2 bit 
transfer instead of 4 bit transfer is required for the digit. 

8. 1.3. Gray Code 

The Gray code is a reflected binary code which is frequently used when 
mechanical analogs (position, shaft rotation etc.) are converted into digital 
form for computer input or recording purposes. It obtains its usefulness 
from the fact that one and only one digit of the code changes in proceeding 
to the next higher or lower number as shown in Table 8.2. It is termed a 
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reflected binary code because of the inverted sequence in which the binary 
symbols 0 and 1 are used. 

Decimal Gray Code 

0 0000 
1 0001 
2 0011 
3 0010 
4 0110 
5 0111 
6 0101 
7 0100 
8 1100 
9 1101 

10 1111 
11 1110 
12 1010 
13 1011 
14 1001 
15 1000 

072064 

Table 8.2. 8 bit Gray code representing the decimal numbers 0 to 15 

Mathematically the conversion of a Gray code number to a binary 
number is quite easy as Fig.8.1, shows. The most significant digit of the 
Gray code number is the same as the most significant digit of the binary 
number and therefore remains unchanged. This is then compared with the 
next least significant position of the Gray coded number. If the two 
symbols are the same then the binary digit is "0", if not the same then the 
binary digit is 1. The binary digit is then compared with the next proceeding 
least significant Gray coded position and the process repeated until the 
conversion is completed. 

In the Gray Encoder AO 0022, the Gray coded strips are coded 
according to number of position rather than the dB value of the position. 
Conversion of the position number into a dB value is carried out in the 
Digital Encoder 4421. The Gray coded strips are also coded according to a 
complementary Gray code which means that the symbols 1 and 0 are 
inverted e.g. 
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10110101 True Gray code. 
01001010 Complementary Gray coded. 

Both true and complementary codes are used to prevent false 
information (i.e. contact slider between two Gray coded positions) being 
misinterpreted by the 4421. The logic levels "0" and "1" are transferred to 
the 4421 by using the coded strips and earth contact slider as mechanical 
switches, where the logic level "0" is obtained by grounding the strips and 
the logic level "1" is obtained by leaving them open circuit. 

0 1 Gray Code 

l/1/j/j 
1 0 

Binary Code 

172037 

Fig.8.1. Conversion of a Gray code number (decimal equivalent 14) into a 
binary number 

8.1.4. Other Codes 

When both numbers and letters are to be represented in the same code, 
e.g. for transmission to and from teletypewriters and storage of alphabetical 
and numerical information, the four binary elements in the BCD code are 
not sufficient. A variety of codes exists covering the letters, the digits, and 
certain special characters. The most common of these codes is the ASCII 
code ( pr,onounced "askee"). ASCII stands for "American Standards Code 
for Information Interchange". Other codes are the IBM 8 level code and the 
Flexowriter code. By means of the B & K Tape Punch Type 6301, the read 
out from the 4421 can be printed out on paper in the ASCII, IBM or 
Flexowriter code. 

The ASCII code and the other codes mentioned are eight bit codes. 

8.2. LOGIC SYMBOLS 

In circuit diagrams containing logic elements, special symbols are used 
and it is appropriate to clarify their meaning. The most common are the 
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symbols NOT, AND, OR, exclusive OR, NAND, NOR. These symbols are 
shown in Fig.8.2, together with the corresponding "truth tables" from 
which the function of the logic element can be seen. For example, the 
result of applying signal A to a NOT element will be inverted signal A. If A 
is a logic "1" the result will be a logic "0", as can be seen from the truth 
table alongside the NOT element in Fig.8.2. 

A~=A·B 
AND 

B 

A~~= A+B OR -
B 

F = A(±)B 

:~ 
A~=A+B 

NOR 
B 

NOT 

A A 

0 1 

1 0 

A B 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

A B 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

AND OR Exci.OR 

A" B A+BA <±>B 
0 0 0 

0 1 1 

0 1 1 

1 1 0 

NAND NOR 

~ A+ B 

1 1 

1 0 

1 0 
0 0 

Fig.8.2. Logic circuit element symbols and corresponding truth tables 

Functions of the AND, OR and Exclusive OR elements can also be seen 
from Fig.8.2. With the AND element, both A and B must be 1, if the output 
from the element is 1. Similarly the result from an OR element is 1 if either 
A or B is 1, or if both are 1. With the Exclusive 0 R element the output 
from the element will be 1 if either, A orB, but not both, are at 1. 
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In practical versions of these logic circuit elements it is easier to 
manufacture, for example, an AND function combined with a NOT 
function than to manufacture a ·pure AND function. The "AND+ NOT" 
element is called a "NAND circuit" or a "NAND gate". Similarly a "NOR" 
function is the combination of "OR +NOT". The functions of NAND and 
NOR can also be seen in the truth tables of F ig.8.2. 

Logic elements find application in arithmetic operations, where they can 
be used in circuits which can, for example, add two BCD numbers. A 
further major field of application lies in sequential networks. Such networks 
are logic circuits, the state of which is dependent on the previous signal 
history in the network. Such networks are used in the 4421 Digital Encoder. 

8.3. DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

In practice logic circuit elements may be realized using a number of types 
of electronic circuit elements. The main types are Diode-Transistor Logic 
(DTL), Transistor-Transistor Logic (TIL), Resistor-Diode Logic (RDL) and 
Resistor-Transistor Logic ( RTL). Of these Transistor-Transistor Logic in 
integrated circuit form are used in the 4421 because of its inherent 
advantages of fast operating speed and good noise protection. Such 
integrated circuits are those of the SN 74 series which contain several logic 
elements in one encapsulation as shown in Fig.8.3. 

14 13 12 11 10 

Vee 

Gnd. 

Fig.8.3. An integrated digital circuit (Texas Instruments 
SN 5400 N/7400 N, Quadruple input, Positive NAND gate) 

The voltage levels representing logic "1" and logic "0" used by these 
circuit elements in the 4421 are shown together with their tolerances in 
Fig.8.4. 
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Volts 

5T---------------~ 

4 
" 1" 

3 

2 

" 0" 
0~----------------~ 

2.4 V olt ;;:; " 1" ;;:; 5 Vo lt 

0 Vo lt ~ " 0" ;£ 0.4 Vo lt 

110320 

Fig.8.4. Logic voltage levels used in the 4421 Digital Encoder 

When digital circuit elements are combined, any particular element will 
provide a loading to the previous element. One unit load permits a current 
of 40 JlA in condition logic 1 and -1.6 mA in condition logic 0. In the part 
of a circuit shown in Fig.8.5, element B provides one unit load to element 
A. The number of unit loads which can be connected to the output of an 
integrated circuit is called the permissible "fan out". To the digital output 
terminals of the 4421, a maximum of 7 unit loads may be connected (i.e. 
fan-out is 7) and the digital terminals which receive control signals from 
external equipment apply a maximum of 3 unit loads (i.e. fan-in is 3 or 
less). 

170328 

Fig.8.5. Definition of Unit Load 
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9. SPECIFICATIONS 

DIGITAL ENCODER TYPE 4421 

Input: 

Measurement Range: 

Measurement Accuracy: 
"25 dB range" 
"50 dB range" 

Reference: 

"Int. Ref." 

"Ext. Ref." 

8 bit true and complementary Gray coded 
data plus range data representing the 
relative position of the recording stylus of 
a 2305 or 2307 Level Recorder. The data is 
supplied by the Gray Encoder AQ 0022 
which is provided. 

0 to 25 dB or 0 to 50 dB may be selected 
to correspond with the potentiometer used 
with the Level Recorder. 

±0.15dB. 
±0.25 dB. 

Internal and external reference facilities are 
provided whereby the read out of the dB 
value corresponding to the position of the 
recording stylus may be off-set by the dB 
value corresponding to zero on the 
recording chart, thus compensating for the 
transfer gain of the measurement system 
used. The off-sets are: 

0 to 150 dB in 10 dB steps. Manually 
selected on the 4421. 

0 to 150 dB in 10 dB steps. Automatically 
selected when external reference signals 
from a modified B & K Measuring 
Amplifier or Analyzer (see section 3.5.2) 
are used. 
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"Ext. Ref. Correction" 

Digital Display: 
Read Out: 

Max. Reading: 
"25 dB range" 
"50 dB range" 

Resolution: 
"25 dB range" 

"50 dB range" 

Figure Height: 

Digital Read Out: 
Read Out: 

Logic Levels: 
II 1 II 

''0'' 

Control Switch: 
"Clutch" 

"Manual Start" 
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-50 dB to + 50 dB in 10 dB steps. Manual
ly selected on the 4421. 

4 digit Nixie tube (Philips Type ZM 1000) 
display of the measured dB value (dB value 
corresponding to stylus position plus refer
ence level). 

225.3 dB 
250.3 dB 

The least significant digit of the display can 
have the values ·0, ·1, ·3, ·4, ·5, ·6, ·8, and 
·9 dB. 

The least significant digit of the display can 
have the values ·0, ·3, ·5, and ·8 dB. 

13 mm (0.51 in). 

14 bit transfer of 4 digits in 8- 4- 2- 1 
BCD code corresponding to the measured 
dB value given by the display. 

+ 2.4 to 5.0 Volts. 
0 to 0.4 Volts. 

Accepts clutch signal transmitted by a 
2305 or 2307 Leve I Recorder to prevent 
read out when a recording is not in pro
gress. 

Logic . "1" transmitted by 4421 along this 
line when recording started. Is used to reset 
channel counter of a tape punch. 



"Data Request" 

"Pulse" 

"External Switch" 

"Data Ready" 

"Data Received" 

Read Out Time 

Power Supply: 
Voltage: 

Consumption: 

Dimensions and Weight: 
Height: 
Width: 
Depth: 
Weight: 

Accessories Included: 
1 x AQ 0022 
1 x AN 0005 (or AN 0006) 
3 x JP 0703 
2 X JP 2500 
2xDH0158 
1 X VF 0012 

Logic "1" transmitted along this line from 
a computer or digital clock to . request a 
read out. 

Accepts the + 24 V filter shift pulses trans
mitted by a Level Recorder to request a 
read out. 

For connection of external switch enabling 
a data request to be given manually. 

Logic "1" transmitted by 4421 along this 
line to read out device. Signifies BCD data 
is ready for transmission. 

Logic "1" transmitted along this line by 
read out device after it has accepted the 
BCD data. The pulse resets the hold circuit 
of the 4421. 

52 psec. minimum. 

100, 115, 127, 150, 220, 240 Volts± 10% 
50 to 400Hz. 

15 Watts. 

14.1 em (5.5 in) 
20.9 em (8.25 in) 
20 em (7.9 in) 
4 kg (8.9 lbs). 

Gray Encoder. 
Mains Cable European (or American) 
7 pin plug (DIN Type) 
25 pin plug (McMurdo Type) 
Covers for JP 2500 
Mains Fuses (250 rnA) 
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Necessary Accessories for use with 2305 
(separate order required): 

1 x UA 0325 Set for mounting Gray Encoder on 2305 
Level Recorder. 

Accessories Available: 
AO 0084 

AQ 0027 

AQ 0035 

AQ 0030 

74 

Cable for data transfer to 6301 Tape Punch 
and 7504 Computer. 
Control Cable for connection of 2305 
Level Recorder control signals. 
Control Cable for connection of 2307 
Level Recorder control signals. 
Cable for connection of control signals to a 
8 & K Filter Set or Analyzer. 









BROEL & KJ.LER instruments cover the whole field of sound and vibration 
measurements. The main groups are: 

ACOUSTICAL MEASUREMENTS 
Condenser Microphones 
Piezoelectric Microphones 
Microphone Preamplifiers 
Sound Level Meters 
Precision Sound Level Meters 
Impulse Sound Level Meters 
Standing Wave Apparatus 
Noise Limit Indicators 
Microphone Calibrators 

ACOUSTICAL RESPONSE TESTING 
Beat Frequency Oscillators 
Random Noise Generators 
Sine-Random Generators 
Artificial Voices 
Artificial Ears 
Artificial Mastoids 
Hearing Aid Test Boxes 
Audiometer Calibrators 
Telephone Measuring Equipment 
Audio Reproduction Test Equipment 
Tapping Machines 
Turntables 

VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS 
Accelerometers 
Force Transducers 
Impedance Heads 
Accelerometer Preamplifiers 
Vibration Meters 
Accelerometer Calibrators 
Magnetic Transducers 
Capacitive Transducers 
Complex Modulus Apparatus 

VIBRATION TESTING 
Exciter Controls - Sine 
Exciter Controls - Sine - Random 
Exciter Equalizers, Random or Shock 
Exciters 
Power Amplifiers 
Programmer Units 
Stroboscopes 

STRAIN MEASUREMENTS 
Strain Gauge Apparatus 
Multi-point Panels 
Automatic Selectors 

MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS 
Voltmeters and Ohmmeters 
Deviation Bridges 
Measuring Amplifiers 
Band-Pass Filter Sets 
Frequency Analyzers 
Real Time Analyzers 
Heterodyne Filters and Analyzers 
Psophometer Filters 
Statistical Distribution Analyzers 

RECORDING 
Level Recorders 
Frequency Response Tracers 
Tape Recorders 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 
Digital Encoder 
Digital Clock 
Computers 
Tape Punchers 
Tape Readers 

BRUEL& K'-'JER 
DK-2850 Nrerum, Denmark. Teleph.: (01) 80 05 00. Cable: BRUKJA, Copenhagen. Telex: 15316 




